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Background: Primary care providers (PCP) are the entry point for public sector depression treatment for many Latino patients. However, many Latino patients do not initiate their PCPs’ recommended treatment, which likely contributes to ethnic disparities in depression treatment. This study examined factors related to Latino patients’ uptake of their PCPs’ recommendations for depression treatment. Method: Ninety Latino primary care patients who received a depression treatment recommendation from their PCP participated in a telephone interview. Patients rated their working alliance with their PCP and their PCP’s cultural competence. They also reported their treatment preference, the type of recommendation, and their intended and actual uptake of the recommendation. Results: At Time 1, 23% of patients had initiated uptake of the recommendation, increasing to 53% at Time 2. Patients who received a medication recommendation were more likely to have followed through on the recommendation, compared with patients who received a psychotherapy recommendation. The working alliance was positively associated with intention to follow up on a treatment recommendation, and also mediated the relationship between cultural competence and intention of following up on the recommendation. Conclusion: PCP’s treatment recommendation and the PCP-patient alliance play a role in Latino primary care patients intention to follow a treatment recommendation for depression. An improved understanding of this role could enhance efforts to improve depression treatment uptake.
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Depression is the fourth leading cause of disability in the United States (Michaud et al., 2006) and is projected to become the leading cause of disability within 15 years (McKenna, Michaud, Murray & Marks, 2005), with 16% of the general population experiencing a major depressive episode during their lifetime (Kessler et al., 2003). Despite the availability of numerous efficacious treatments for depression (Arroll et al., 2005; Cuijpers et al., 2011; Cuijpers et al., 2010), only slightly more than 50% of those who are depressed receive treatment (Kessler et al., 2003).

The underutilization of depression treatment is of particular concern among Latinos, because Latinos constitute a significant proportion of the United States population, and because the Latino population faces disproportionate economic disadvantage, a known risk factor for depression (Muntaner, 2004). Latinos constitute 16% of the U.S. population today, and are expected to constitute 30% of the population by 2060 (U.S. Census Bureau, 2012). They are among the most socioeconomically disadvantaged groups in the United States, with a declining median income (Taylor, Kochhar, Fry, Velasco, & Motel, 2011), and 23% of Latinos living in poverty, compared with 11.6% of non-Hispanic Whites (U.S. Census Bureau, 2013).

Overall, Latinos exhibit rates of depression comparable with those found among non-Latino whites (González et al., 2010; Menselson, Rehkopf, & Kubzansky, 2008), but they utilize depression treatment far less frequently than the general population, with only 36% receiving treatment for past-year depression (Alegria et al., 2008a). This low rate persists despite evidence that various depression treatments are effective for Latinos (Miranda et al., 2003; Sanchez-Lacay et al., 2001; Wells et al., 2004).
There are likely numerous explanations for this underutilization, including poverty, lack of access or insurance, underdiagnosis, stigma, negative attitudes toward treatment, and preference for informal support services among some Latinos groups (Alegria, Perez, & Williams, 2003; Cardemil et al., 2007; Cooper et al., 2003; Interian, Martinez, Guarnaccia, Vega, & Escobar, 2007; Ortega & Alegria, 2002; Sclar, Robison, & Skaer, 2005). An additional, unexamined explanation for this unmet need may be found by looking at potential disruptions to the depression referral pathways. Many patients experiencing symptoms of depression seek treatment from their primary care provider (PCP), rather than a mental health specialist (Ubelacker, Wang, Berglind, & Kessler, 2006; Wells, Klap, Koike, & Sherbourne, 2001). As the provider who frequently diagnoses, prescribes, and recommends treatment for depression, the PCP is thus instrumental in connecting patients with the necessary care.

Depression Treatment and Primary Care

There are a number of compelling reasons to investigate the uptake of depression treatment recommended by PCPs. First, as many as 22% of Latino primary care patients meet criteria for major depressive disorder (Olfson, Marcus, & Druss, 2002). PCPs are frequently called upon to assess depression and provide psychopharmacologic treatment for their depressed patients. In fact, they are the most common prescribers of antidepressant medications, providing 80% of all prescriptions for antidepressants (Motjibai & Olfson, 2008).

Second, despite increased screening and attention to depression in primary care (O’Connor, Whitlock, Bell, & Gaynes, 2009), many Latino patients who are referred from primary care to specialty mental health care do not follow up on the referral (De Figueiredo, Boerstler, & Doros, 2009; Miranda & Cooper, 2004). Lack of uptake may be attributable to a number of factors, including logistical difficulties such as transportation or scheduling around multiple jobs (Sánchez-Lacy et al., 2001), attitudinal factors such as discomfort with the diagnosis (Byrne, Regan, & Livingston, 2006), stigma about antidepressants (Interian et al., 2007), and inadequate provider supply (U.S. Department of Health & Human Services, 2001).

Third, cultural factors may affect how Latino patients perceive the PCP recommendation for depression treatment. For example, many Latinos view their PCPs as authority figures who deserve respect and should also reciprocate this respect to the patient (Flores, Abreu, Olivar & Kastner, 1998). Because of this perceived authority, PCPs’ treatment recommendations may be particularly influential for Latino patients. When treatment recommendations are made in a way that honors cultural values, it is possible that even reluctant patients may be willing to try depression treatment (Ishikawa, Cardemil, & Falmagne, 2010). Finally, emerging research has suggested that aspects related to the PCP-patient relationship, including perceived competence, trustworthiness, and openness of the PCP (Cabassa & Zayas, 2007; Kravitz et al., 2011), and effective communication between patient and PCP (Alegria et al., 2008b), may also positively influence referral uptake among Latinos.

The PCP-Patient Working Alliance and PCP Cultural Competence

This study examines two relational variables: the PCP-patient working alliance, and PCP cultural competence. Bordin (1979) defined the working alliance as a) agreement on treatment goals, b) agreement on tasks, and c) the bonds of trust and liking between clinician and patient. Research has shown that a positive working alliance predicts a range of positive outcomes in mental health care, among which treatment adherence is the most relevant to the current study (Horvath & Symonds, 1991; Julius, Novitsky, & Dubin, 2009; Martin, Garske, & Davis, 2000). For example, in Fuertes and colleagues’ (2007) research among patients with chronic medical illness, the PCP-patient working alliance was significantly correlated with perceived treatment utility and treatment adherence. Julius and colleagues (2009), in a meta-analysis of the medication adherence research, identified strengthening the working alliance as one of the critical strategies for increasing adherence rates.

Cultural competence has been defined as “the ability to engage in actions or create conditions that maximize the optimal development of the client and client systems... achieved by the counselor’s acquisition of awareness, knowledge, and skills needed to function effectively in a pluralistic democratic society” (Sue & Torino, 2005; p. 8). Bhui and colleagues (2007) showed that most models for culturally competent mental health care delivery do in fact share a number of features, including the development of knowledge of other cultures, awareness of the impact of culture on attitudes, expressions of distress, and help-seeking, and skills to manage language differences and interact within different belief systems. It may be that when treatment is administered in a culturally appropriate way, ethnic minority patients are more likely to stay in treatment. The treatment adherence literature suggests that culturally competent care may be associated with patients’ decisions to remain in treatment. There is evidence of this association both from mental health settings (La Roche, D’Angelo, Gualdron, & Leavell, 2006; Lieu et al., 2004) and medical settings (Fuertes, Boylan, & Fontanella, 2009), supporting the notion that culturally competent care may increase the likelihood of patient adherence to treatment recommendations.

Treatment Preference and Recommendation Type

This study also examined associations among patient treatment preference, the type of treatment recommendation (i.e., medication, psychotherapy, or combined medication and psychotherapy), and uptake of the treatment recommendation. A salient question is whether the type of referral provided by the PCP influences patient uptake of the treatment recommendation. A large body of research has shown a general preference among Latinos for psychotherapy, compared with medication (Cabassa, 2007; Dwight-Johnson et al., 2010; Fernandez y Garcia, Franks, Jerant, Bell, & Kravitz, 2011; Interian et al., 2007). Research has further shown that matching treatment type to patient preference improves treatment outcomes (Lin et al., 2005). It would follow that patients who prefer a certain modality and receive a treatment recommendation for that modality might have higher rates of uptake than patients who prefer one modality but receive a recommendation for a different type of treatment. Thus, when considering whether treatment preference
would correlate with treatment uptake among Latinos, the research would imply greater uptake of psychotherapy, compared with antidepressant medication.

However, whether the type of referral influences patient uptake of the treatment recommendation involves consideration not only of treatment preference but of treatment access. That is, utilization demands a sufficient availability and accessibility of the preferred treatment. While psychotherapy may be the preferred treatment for many patients, logistical barriers might make psychotherapy more difficult to access, compared with obtaining a prescription for antidepressants. Difficulty accessing specialty mental health services is a well-known barrier to care for Latino patients, particularly Latinos with limited English proficiency (Biever, Gómez, González, & Patrizio, 2011). Problems accessing specialty mental health care may partially explain the finding that Latinos prefer to be treated in primary care, as opposed to specialty care (Dwight-Johnson et al., 2010). Treatment in primary care provides readily available treatment, most commonly in the form of antidepressant medication although increasingly in the form of time-limited psychotherapy as well. Thus, compared with psychotherapy, medication may be more accessible for many Latinos seen in primary care, making it a “default” treatment, even when psychotherapy might, in theory, be preferable. Understanding patterns of actual treatment uptake therefore requires awareness of the logistic constraints of the particular clinical setting, which may supersede consideration of a hypothetical query into patient preference. To better understand the influence of treatment preference and recommendation type, this study examined how these two variables are associated with uptake of the treatment recommendation.

Study Objectives and Hypotheses

The purpose of this research was to examine factors that contribute to the intended and actual uptake of depression treatment recommendations among Latino primary care patients with elevated depression symptoms. In this study, “treatment recommendation” refers to either referral from the PCP for psychotherapy or psychopharmacologic treatment.

Four hypotheses were investigated: a) the PCP-patient working alliance and PCP cultural competence will be positively associated with the patient’s intention of following up on a referral; b) working alliance, cultural competence, and intention of following up on a referral will be directly and positively associated with uptake of the PCP’s treatment recommendation; c) match between treatment preference and treatment recommendation will be positively associated with uptake of the treatment recommendation; and d) patients prescribed medication will be more likely to initiate uptake of the recommendation, compared with patients referred to psychotherapy.

Method

Participants and Recruitment

Participants were recruited between March 2010 and June 2011 at a community health clinic in Cambridge, Massachusetts that is part of a public safety net hospital serving a largely low-income and ethnic minority population. Participants were drawn from the pool of primary care patients who had completed the Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-9; Kroenke, Spitzer, & Williams, 2001) depression screening at an annual physical or new patient visit, per standard clinic protocol. A form requesting consent to be contacted by phone about the study was attached to all English and Spanish language PHQ-9 forms handed out at annual and new patient visits. This form stated that the study was open only to Latino patients. To be eligible for the initial screening call, participants had to have signed the consent to be contacted by phone, and had to have scored at or above the clinical threshold of 10 (range 0–27) on the PHQ-9. A score of 10 corresponds to the lower cut-off for major depressive disorder on the PHQ-9 and is the threshold at which this clinic’s PCPs are advised to consider active therapies. The first author conducted all of the interviews.

The first author is a fluent Spanish speaker and native English speaker with extensive research interview experience in both English and Spanish, and prior experience working in research and direct social service in the U.S., Mexico, Central, and South America. During the screening call, patients were evaluated for full study eligibility. In addition to the above criteria, additional eligibility criteria included Latino/Hispanic self-identity and a recommendation either to begin new depression treatment (medication, psychotherapy, or combined treatment) or to change or supplement an existing treatment (e.g., to switch from psychotherapy to medication, or to add medication to psychotherapy), received from the PCP at the visit at which they filled out the PHQ-9.

Figure 1 shows the recruitment flow. Of 4,868 patients of any ethnicity who completed the PHQ-9 form, 1,052 (22%) scored 10 or higher. Of these, 347 signed the consent to be contacted by phone, (a 33% overall response rate, although the consent form stipulated only Latino patients were eligible to participate). Of 347 recruitment call attempts, 289 patients were successfully reached, and 90 of these patients agreed to participate and were eligible based on the criteria listed above. Ninety interviews were completed at Time 1 (31% of 289 calls made; M = 14 days after PCP appointment). Of the 90 participants, 21 had completed uptake of the treatment recommendation by the Time 1 interview. Follow-up calls were attempted to the remaining 69 participants at Time 2, resulting in 56 successful calls, (86% follow-up rate; M = 84 days after PCP visit). Thus, Time 2 information was available for a total of 77 participants, with 13 (14%) lost to follow-up.

Table 1 describes the demographic characteristics of the sample (n = 90). Most of the participants were female and predominantly immigrants, with an average of 16 years living in the United States. The interview was conducted in the language of the participants’ preference, and 71% requested that the interview be conducted in Spanish. The most common places of origin were Central America and Puerto Rico. Nearly half of the sample had obtained less than a high school education. The sample was recruited in Massachusetts, where state law required that all residents have health insurance, and 86% of this sample was insured.

Participants were seen by one of nine PCPs in this group practice, with about 1/3 of the sample seen by one long-term, bilingual PCP. Most of the visits were conducted in Spanish. Sixty-two percent (n = 56) of the participants spoke Spanish directly with their PCP, and 3.3% (n = 3) spoke Spanish through an interpreter. Thirty-one percent (n = 28) spoke English with their PCP, and 7% (n = 6) spoke a mixture of English and Spanish. Of note, only four of the participants who conducted their PCP appointment in English would have liked to have done so in
Spanish, indicating that the language needs of this patient population were largely being met.

**Procedures**

Participants completed the Time 1, 45-min telephone baseline interview in English or Spanish, according to their preference. During the interview, participants provided demographic information, information about their recent PCP visit, including the treatment recommendations received, and responded to 8 questionnaires, which were either available in Spanish or translated by a professional translator and native Spanish speaker specializing in Latino health care. Participants were compensated with $40. At the conclusion of the interview, participants who had not yet completed uptake of their recommended treatment ($n = 69$ of the total sample of 90) were asked for verbal permission to contact them at a later date with follow-up questions at Time 2. During the follow-up interview, participants reported whether they had or had not completed uptake of the recommended treatment. All participants provided verbal consent to an Institutional Review Board (IRB)-approved consent form, and the study was approved by the IRBs at Clark University and the Cambridge Health Alliance.

**Measures**

**Primary outcome variable: Uptake of the treatment recommendation.** At Time 1 and Time 2, if relevant, patients were asked whether they had completed the treatment recommended to them by their PCP. Participants’ responses were coded as initiated, not initiated, or partially initiated. Partially initiated referred to those patients who received a treatment recommendation for combined medication and psychotherapy, but had only initiated either medication or psychotherapy, but not both. Those patients who had received a recommendation for combined treatment and had completed uptake of both medication and psychotherapy were coded as initiated. Uptake was only coded as initiated if the patient had seen a provider for services, not merely made an appointment.

**Intermediate variable: Intention to follow up on a referral for mental health care.** This variable was considered an intermediate variable, because it was analyzed both as a dependent variable with working alliance and cultural competence as the independent variables, and also as an independent variable with uptake of the treatment recommendation as the dependent variable. An abbreviated version of the Help-Seeking Behavior Scale (HSBS; Addis, 2007; Berger, Addis, Green, Mackowia & Goldberg, 2013), a face-valid measure that assesses help-seeking behavior and intention, was used to assess participants’ intentions of following up on a referral for depression treatment. The original HSBS assesses retrospective behavior as well as prospective ex-
pectations about help-seeking to formal and informal sources of support, and is measured on a 4-point Likert scale, ranging from strongly unlikely to strongly likely to seek help. For this study, only the prospective items were included, and the measure was limited to inquiry about intention to seek treatment from four types of health professional (PCP, psychiatrist, psychologist, and social worker/counselor). In addition, the introduction was adapted to inquiry about intention to seek treatment in response to a referral provided by the patient’s PCP (e.g., If your PCP recommended you seek treatment for an emotional, psychological, or interpersonal problem, and recommended you receive that treatment from a psychologist, how likely would you be to seek help from a psychologist?) The total score for the measure was the sum of the likelihood scores for seeking treatment from each provider. Cronbach’s alpha for this sample was .77.

Predictor variables.

Patient ratings of the PCP-patient working alliance. The Physician-Patient Working Alliance Scale (PPWA; Fuertes et al., 2007) is a 12-item measure that assesses patients’ report of the strength of the working alliance between their PCP and themselves (e.g., My doctor and I agree on the things I need to do to improve my health). It is scored on a 5-point Likert scale from strongly disagree to strongly agree. Higher scores indicate patient rating of a stronger working alliance. The PPWA was available in Spanish. Cronbach’s alpha was .90 for this sample.

Patient ratings of PCP cultural competence. The Physician Multicultural Competence Scale (PMCS, Fuertes, Boylan, & Fontanella, 2009) is a 9-item measure that assesses participant ratings of their PCP’s cultural competence. It is scored on a 5-point Likert scale from strongly disagree to strongly agree. This scale measures a patient’s report of the extent to which the PCP who provided them with the treatment recommendation for depression considers how the patient’s and their own beliefs, values, and attitudes inform their communication, clinical presentation, and level of understanding and respect (e.g., My doctor seems to perceive my problems within the context of my cultural experience, values, and/or lifestyle). Higher scores indicate patient rating of higher PCP cultural competence. The PMCS was available in Spanish. For this sample, Cronbach’s alpha was .86.

Additional variables. Participants responded to additional questionnaires to assess a number of additional patient variables shown in the literature to be associated with utilization of depression treatment. These were depression symptomatology (Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-9); Kroenke, Spitzer, & Williams, 2001), acculturation (Brief Acculturation Scale for Hispanics (BASH); Norris, Ford, & Bova, 1996), depression self-stigma (Depression Self-Stigma Scale (DSSS); Kanter, Rusch, & Bron-dino, 2008), and attitudes about depression treatment (Attitudes Toward Seeking Professional Psychological Help – Short Form (ATSSPPH-SF); Fischer & Farina, 1995). The PHQ-9, BASH, and ATSSPPH-SF were available in Spanish.

In addition, participants were also asked for their age, sex, country of origin, immigrant status (yes/no), years since immigration, marital and educational status, insurance status (yes/no), treatment preference (antidepressant medication or counseling/psychotherapy), treatment uptake status (uptake initiated, uptake not initiated, uptake partially initiated), and language used with their PCP (English/Spanish, with or without an interpreter.).

Results

Sample Characteristics

Mean PHQ-9 scores at the Time 1 interview (M = 14 days after PCP appointment) corresponded to the moderate-severe range of major depression (M = 14.4, SD = 5.6; 10–14 = moderate range; 15 – 19 = severe range). Nearly 10 times the number of the participants stated a preference for therapy or counseling (72%) over medication for treating depression (7%; χ²(1, n = 71) = 49.02, p < .001); the remaining 11% stated that they had no preference for one treatment over the other. PCP recommendations did not mirror patient preference, with new treatment recommendations being nearly evenly distributed among medication (36%), psychotherapy (41%), and combination therapy (23%; χ²(2, n = 90) = 4.47, p = .11).

Uptake of the Treatment Recommendation

At Time 1 (M = 14 days after the PCP appointment) 21 patients (23%) had fully initiated the treatment recommended to them by their PCP. This number included 19 patients who initiated uptake for a single type of treatment and two patients who had been recommended combined treatment and who had initiated both psychotherapy and medication. An additional 12 patients (13%) who had been referred to combined treatment had partially initiated uptake, having initiated medication treatment but not psychotherapy. At Time 2 (M = 84 days after the PCP appointment) the sample was 77 patients, with 13 patients having been lost to follow up. By Time 2, a total of 41 patients (53% of the sample of 77) had fully initiated the treatment recommended to them by their PCP. This included 32 patients who had initiated uptake for a single type of treatment and nine patients who had been referred to combined treatment and had initiated both psychotherapy and medication. An additional four patients (5%) who had been referred to combined treatment had partially initiated uptake, having initiated medication treatment but not psychotherapy. This represents a significant increase in full initiation of treatment uptake from Time 1 to Time 2. χ²(1, n = 90) = 14.65, p < .001.

Twenty-two patients had been receiving prior mental health treatment when they received their new treatment recommendation from their PCP. Of these, four had been receiving therapy and were recommended to begin supplemental medication, and 18 had been receiving medication and were recommended to begin supplemental therapy. Because uptake rates among those receiving a recommendation for supplemental treatment did not differ statistically from the sample receiving a recommendation for new treatment at Time 1 or Time 2, patients receiving a recommendation for supplemental treatment were included in the overall sample.

Preliminary Analyses

Preliminary analyses showed that participant’s age was positively correlated with ratings of their provider’s cultural competence (r = .33, p < .05), and immigrants were shown to have significantly higher mean ratings of working alliance (t = 2.37, p < .05) and of cultural competence (r = 2.04, p < .05). Acculturation was negatively correlated with working alliance.
(r = -0.24, p < .05) indicating that patients more oriented toward Latino culture had higher ratings of the working alliance. Ratings of working alliance and cultural competence were highly correlated with each other (r = .77, p < .01), and ordinal regression analysis showed that attitude toward depression treatment was positively associated with intention to follow up on a referral (Est = 1.15 (0.05), Wald = 0.97, p < .01). No other associations were found between demographic variables, other patient variables, and the study variables. Thus, age, immigrant status, acculturation, and attitudes toward depression treatment were entered into all subsequent regression models. The conservative strategy of controlling for covariates associated with independent as well as dependent variables is used to better control for bias in the analysis (Yzerbyt, Muller, & Judd, 2004).

**Hypothesis 1: Working Alliance and Cultural Competence Will Be Positively Associated With Intention of Following Up on a Referral**

To test Hypothesis 1, which predicted that working alliance and provider cultural competence would be associated with the patient’s intention of following up on the PCP’s referral, ordinal regressions were conducted, with intention to follow up on a referral as the outcome variable. Working alliance and cultural competence were the predictor variables, controlling for relevant covariates. The summed scores for the four items (ranging from 6 – 16) were transformed into a 4-point ordinal scale that corresponded to the individual 4-point scale for each item, as follows: 6 – 7 = 1 (strongly unlikely); 8 – 10 = 2 (unlikely); 11 – 13 = 3 (likely); 14 – 16 = 4 (strongly likely).

Results of the ordinal regressions are shown in Table 2. Immigration status, age, acculturation, and attitude toward treatment were entered as covariates in Step 1. In Step 2, cultural competence was added to the model, and working alliance was added in Step 3. Among the covariates, only attitude toward treatment was significantly associated with intention of following up on a referral. When controlling for immigration status, age, acculturation, and attitudes about depression treatment, cultural competence and working alliance were each positively associated with intention to follow up on a depression treatment referral.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Est (SE)</th>
<th>Wald</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>OR</th>
<th>Pseudo R² (range of 3 values)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Upper</td>
<td>Lower</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 Age</td>
<td>0.01 (0.02)</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigrant status</td>
<td>0.40 (0.74)</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>-1.05</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acculturation</td>
<td>0.03 (0.04)</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitudes to treatment</td>
<td>0.15 (0.05)</td>
<td>10.89**</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>1.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 2 Cultural competence</td>
<td>0.10 (0.04)</td>
<td>6.00*</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>1.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 3 Working alliance</td>
<td>0.19 (0.06)</td>
<td>8.49**</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* n = 89 for this variable because one questionnaire was incomplete.

Although cultural competence was significantly associated with intention to follow up on a referral in Step 2, without working alliance in the model, when working alliance was added to the model in Step 3, cultural competence no longer showed a significant association with intention of following up on a referral (Est = -0.055 (0.06), Wald = 0.74, p = .39). To better understand this finding, a mediational analysis was conducted following Baron and Kenny’s (1986) procedure to assess whether working alliance mediated the effect of cultural competence on intention to follow up on a referral from the PCP. As shown in Figure 2, there is strong evidence for the mediating role of working alliance in the relationship between cultural competence and intention to follow up on a depression treatment referral from the PCP. A partial mediation effect was supported by the Sobel test (Preacher & Leonardelli, 2001; z = 2.79, p < .01), suggesting that the association between cultural competence and intention to follow up on a depression treatment referral from one’s PCP is partially accounted for by the working alliance (Kenny, 2012).

**Hypothesis 2: Working Alliance, Cultural Competence, and Intention of Following Up on a Referral Will Be Positively Associated With Uptake of the PCP’s Treatment Recommendation at Time 1 and Time 2**

Because working alliance and cultural competence were shown to be significantly associated with intention to follow up on a
referral from the PCP, the next analyses examined whether intention to follow up on a referral was associated with actual uptake of the treatment recommendation, and whether working alliance and cultural competence were directly associated with actual uptake. Hypothesis 2 predicted that the working alliance, cultural competence, and intention of following up on a referral would be associated with uptake of the treatment recommendation at Time 1 and Time 2. Multivariate logistic regressions were conducted, with uptake of the treatment recommendation at Time 1 and Time 2 as the dependent variable, and intention to follow up on a referral, working alliance, and cultural competence as the independent variables. The model controlled for relevant covariates (i.e., age, immigration status, acculturation, and attitudes toward treatment).

Possible response categories for uptake of the treatment recommendation were initiated, not initiated, or partially initiated. Not initiated was the reference category. Age, immigration status, acculturation, and attitudes toward treatment were entered in Step 1, cultural competency was entered in Step 2, and working alliance was entered in Step 3. Intention to follow up on a referral from the PCP, the outcome variable from the previous analysis, was entered as an independent variable in Step 4. Working alliance and cultural competence were not directly associated with uptake in Steps 2 and 3, and the overall fit of the model was not significant at Time 1, $\chi^2(14, n = 90) = 17.04, p = .25$ or Time 2, $\chi^2(14, n = 77) = 11.38, p = .60$.

To eliminate the possible confounding effects of access to care, which would be more pronounced for psychotherapy compared with medication, a bivariate regression was conducted among only those referred to medication. The association was not significant, but there was a positive trend associating higher ratings of intention with greater odds of completing treatment uptake, among those prescribed medication, $\chi^2(1, n = 32) = 2.95, p = .09$.

**Hypothesis 3: Match Between Treatment Preference and Recommendation Type Will Be Positively Associated With Uptake of the Treatment Recommendation**

The next set of analyses examined the associations between treatment preference match and type of treatment recommendations and uptake of the treatment recommendation. Hypothesis 3 predicted that when patients’ treatment preference (psychotherapy or medication) matched the treatment recommended to them by their PCP, they would be more likely to initiate treatment uptake compared to patients for whom treatment preference did not match the recommendation type. Only patients who indicated a definitive treatment preference (i.e., medication or psychotherapy, excluding those who selected no preference) and who received a recommendation for a single treatment (i.e., medication or psychotherapy, but not combined treatment) were included in the analysis, giving $n = 53$ at Time 1 and $n = 44$ at Time 2. A dummy variable, preference match, was computed for this analysis. This variable was coded as “1” if a patient who preferred therapy was referred to therapy, or if a patient who preferred medication was referred to medication. The variable was coded as “0” if the patient preferred therapy and was referred to medication, or vice versa.

Fisher’s exact tests were conducted for preference match and uptake of the treatment recommendation at Time 1 and Time 2. There was a significant association between the preference match and uptake at Time 1, $p < .01$ and Time 2, $p < .05$. However, this association was not in the expected direction. As shown in Table 3, a greater proportion of nonmatched treatment recommendations initiated uptake, compared with treatment recommendations that matched treatment preference. This is attributable to the fact that there was proportionally greater uptake among medication recommendations, nearly all of which fell into the nonmatch category.

Nearly all of the psychotherapy referrals fell into the match category, but there were proportionally fewer psychotherapy uptakes compared with medication uptakes. This indicates that patients who preferred psychotherapy and were recommended psychotherapy were less likely to access treatment, compared to patients recommended medication.

**Hypothesis 4: Patients Prescribed Medication Will Be More Likely to Initiate Uptake of the Recommendation, Compared With Patients Referred to Psychotherapy**

The final hypothesis predicted that, despite the overwhelming preference for psychotherapy in this sample, patients referred to medication would have greater uptake rates as a result of the greater ease of access in obtaining medication prescriptions. Table 4 shows referral uptake at Time 1 and Time 2, grouped by referral type. First, frequencies of uptake initiation were assessed by referral type, and comparisons among groups conducted with chi-square tests. Because medication and psychotherapy have only

### Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preference match</th>
<th>Time 1 uptake ($n = 53$; $M = 14$ days after PCP appointment)</th>
<th>Time 2 uptake ($n = 44$; $M = 84$ days after PCP appointment)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Initiated ($n$)</td>
<td>Not initiated ($n$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medication</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychotherapy</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No preference match</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychotherapy</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
two possible uptake options – initiated or not initiated – analytic consistency for the chi-squares required that combined treatment also have two options, so uptake for these patients was counted as initiated only if both medication and psychotherapy had been initiated. If combined treatment was only partially initiated, (i.e., medication, but not psychotherapy) the outcome was counted as not initiated. Data about partial completion is provided in the Table 4 footnote.

The greatest proportion of uptakes at Time 1 was found among those who had been prescribed medication by their PCP, with 59% of those prescribed medication having initiated treatment by Time 1, 10.5% of those referred to combined treatment having fully initiated uptake, and 0% of those who had been referred to psychotherapy receiving treatment, $\chi^2(2, n = 90) = 36.76, p < .001$, Cramer’s $V = .64$ (indicating a strong effect size; Cohen, 1988). At Time 2 ($M = 87$ days after initial interview), chi-square tests still show significant differences, though only a medium effect size, in uptake among the three groups, $\chi^2(2, n = 77) = 9.70, p < .01$, Cramer’s $V = .35$. Although the Time 2 uptake rate was lowest among those recommended psychotherapy (36%, compared to 77% uptake among medication recommendations and 50% among those recommended combined treatment) there was a significant increase in uptake of psychotherapy referrals between Time 1 and Time 2, (from 0% to 36%, $\chi^2(1, n = 70) = 16.24, p < .001$). There was also a significant increase in uptake among those recommended combined treatment $\chi^2(1, n = 96) = 6.70, p < .01$, but no statistically significant increase in uptake among those recommended medication, $\chi^2(1, n = 58) = 2.01, p = n.s.$

### Discussion

More than one in five Latino primary care patients presented to their PCP with symptoms indicating depression, but despite receiving a treatment recommendation from their PCP, almost half of the patients interviewed had not begun treatment by Time 2, nearly 3 months after their PCP visit. These findings are consistent with reports of Latino care, and point to the urgent need to improve follow-up rates for depressed Latino patients seen in public primary care settings. To that end, this study examined PCP-patient relational factors, treatment preference, and referral type to better understand what makes Latino patients more likely to consider following up on a referral, and more likely to actually initiate uptake of the treatment recommendation.

The analyses showed that patient ratings of the PCP–patient working alliance and PCP cultural competence were positively related to patients’ intention of following up on a referral to mental health care, but that neither working alliance, cultural competency, nor intention of following up on a referral were significantly related to actual uptake of a treatment recommendation. Thus, while associations between PCP–patient variables and patients’ intention of engaging in treatment behavior were found, there was no association between these variables and patients’ actual uptake behavior, or between intention and behavior.

The associations found between the PCP–patient variables and intention to seek treatment confirmed that when patients experience a good working alliance with their PCP and experience their PCP as having high cultural competence, they are more likely to report a strong intention to follow their PCP’s referral for depression treatment. This finding is consistent with research maintaining that the working alliance plays a paramount role in patients’ treatment decisions (Fuertes et al., 2007; Horvath & Symonds, 1991; Julius et al., 2009; Martin, Garske & Davis, 2000), and also extends the relevance of Bordin’s concept of the working alliance (1979) to the question of intention to follow up on a referral. When the patient and the PCP are allied in shared decision-making around their wish to help the patient to change, and the strategies they will use to enable that change, and when this alliance occurs in the context of a strong bond, the patient may be more likely to be engaged with the treatment plan.

Patient ratings of PCP cultural competence were also found to be associated with intention to follow up on a referral, but this association was nonsignificant when working alliance was added to the model. A mediational analysis confirmed that working alliance acts as a mediator of the association between cultural competence and intention to follow up on a referral. Thus, the working alliance appears to be the primary mechanism influencing ratings of follow-up intention. These findings support the model proposed by Constantine and Ladany (2001), whereby the working alliance is posited as enabling the effectiveness of multicultural competencies. Thus, when considering following up on a referral from their PCP, it may be that a strong working alliance is a necessary precondition for enabling patients to consider whether their provider is sufficiently culturally competent to understand and appropriately respond to their treatment needs. Or, it may be that cultural competence is best understood as the ability to develop a working alliance with culturally different patients. This finding has important implications for our understanding of the mechanisms by which cultural competence influences patients’ intentions of engaging in treatment. Given the primacy of the
working alliance in this association, the working alliance may be
the most appropriate target for interventions to improve patients’
willingsness to consider treatment.

Working alliance, cultural competence, and intention to follow
up on a referral were not associated with actual treatment uptake.
There are at least two possible explanations for the lack of signif-
icant association among these variables. One perspective origin-
ates in the health behavior literature, which acknowledges diffi-
culties in predicting health behaviors from psychological variables
or treatment intention. According to Ajzen and Fishbein’s Theory
of Reasoned Action (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1975), intention is seen as
a strong predictor of actual behavior; however, this is only true
when certain conditions are met, including that the individual must
possess a high degree of volitional control in carrying out the
intention. Uptake of a treatment recommendation is thus a prob-
lematic behavior to predict based on intention to follow up, and, by
extension, on the variables associated with intention. Uptake of a
treatment recommendation, particularly psychotherapy, is highly
dependent on other people and factors. In particular, lack of access
to services and the lack of availability of Spanish-speaking ther-
apists are considerable impediments to accessing care for Latino
patients (U.S. Department of Health & Human Services, 2001). The possibility that access and availability complicate the relation-
ship between intention and treatment uptake is partially supported
by the findings showing a positive trend between intention and
uptake among a sub-sample of patients who had been recom-
mended medication treatment, and who therefore would face fewer
access and availability barriers. It is possible that a larger sample
size may have shown a significant effect in this analysis.

The second possibility is that social desirability bias or leniency
bias played a role in inflating participants’ report of the PCP–
patient factors, or their stated intention of following up on a
referral from their PCP. Social desirability bias refers to the
tendency of individuals to present themselves in a positive light,
regardless of their true feelings, whereas leniency bias occurs
when an individual rates a close acquaintance, or someone with
whom he or she is highly invested, more highly than that individ-
ual’s true feelings would indicate (Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Lee, &
Podsakoff, 2003). Social desirability bias might therefore inflate a
patient’s reported intention of following up on a referral, whereas
leniency bias could inflate their report of their PCP–patient work-
ing alliance or their PCP’s cultural competence. Both types of bias
could potentially have caused an artificial increase in mean work-
ing alliance, cultural competence, or intention scores.

Sample size limitations and an imbalance of treatment prefer-
ence contributed to unexpected results of the prediction that treat-
ment preference match would be associated with a higher uptake
rate. Among this sample, type of treatment recommendation was
strongly associated with treatment uptake, with people recom-
mended medication more likely to have completed treatment up-
take. Given that the sample overwhelmingly preferred psychother-
apy to medication, it is possible that this finding represents the
difference in access between medication and psychotherapy, and
does not necessarily indicate that treatment preference is an un-
important consideration when recommending depression treat-
ment. That is, many patients were able to obtain a medication
prescription at their PCP visit, and to fill the prescription imme-
diately. Although access was not directly assessed, it appears that
access to psychotherapy was more difficult than access to medi-
cation, with many patients reporting anecdotally at Time 2 that
they were still waiting for a psychotherapy appointment. Access to
psychotherapy was likely particularly difficult for patients with
limited English proficiency. The possible confounding effect of
initial difficulties accessing psychotherapy is supported by the fact
that between Time 1 and Time 2, uptake of psychotherapy recom-
mendations increased 36%, while the increase between Time 1 and
Time 2 uptake was insignificant for medication recommendations.
Thus, although treatment preference match did not appear to be a
significant correlate of treatment uptake in this sample, this should
not be taken as a generalizable finding. It should also be noted,
however, that PCP preference may have played a role. Given that
they were likely aware of the delay in accessing psychotherapy,
PCPs may have chosen to recommend medication to ensure im-
mediate care for their patients, and to avoid leaving patients’
depression untreated for an indefinite period. Again, the lack of a
direct access variable means that these inferences are only conjec-
tural.

Barriers to accessing psychotherapy might contribute to the lack
of significant association between intention and uptake, as well as
the significantly greater uptake of medication recommendations,
compared with psychotherapy, despite patient preference for psy-
chotherapy. Indeed, the data suggest that barriers could prevent
uptake, even in the presence of a strong intention and when there
is preference match. This possibility is a likely one, particularly for
Latinos, who have considerable barriers in accessing treatment
(i.e., language barriers, higher rates of poverty than the general
population, and a lower likelihood of having comprehensive in-
surance; Pew Hispanic Center, 2010). Were these barriers to be
reduced, the working alliance, treatment intentions, and patient
preference might emerge as more relevant to patients’ treatment
uptake behaviors.

Thus, despite a lack of association between working alliance and
treatment uptake, this study’s finding of a strong association be-
tween the working alliance and intention to follow up on a referral
is still relevant. As mental health systems evolve in response to an
increasing awareness of mental health treatment disparities (e.g.,
through the emphasis on Accountable Care Organizations), the
instrumental barriers that complicate the intention—uptake rela-
tionship may well decrease in potency. The PCP–patient working
alliance may therefore assume greater primacy in influencing
treatment uptake. Developing PCPs’ awareness of this association
and helping them maximize the working alliance would then
become a pragmatic approach to increasing the likelihood that
patients would consider and ultimately access depression treat-
ment.

Limitations

This study was constrained by a number of factors. The ques-
tions raised by the analysis about effects such as potential bias and
access difficulties would have been measureable had the study
included the relevant assessment tools. Mental health treatment
access is a complicated behavior involving personal, interpersonal,
organizational, social, and policy aspects, and was beyond the
scope of this study to measure. A related limitation is the fact that
interviews were conducted by phone, which, though beneficial to
participants in terms of logistics, comfort with disclosure, and
literacy burden, has been shown to exacerbate response bias and

In addition, there are unique characteristics about the recruitment site that may affect the generalizability of these results. First, recruitment took place at a public primary care clinic that serves a largely ethnic minority population, and which is committed to providing culturally and linguistically competent care. Indeed, several of the European American providers are fluent Spanish speakers. In addition, there is a Latino Mental Health clinic directly upstairs from the primary care clinic, staffed by bilingual and bicultural clinicians. Although the wait at the clinic could be several months, its location and familiarity likely had a facilitative impact on treatment access. Therefore, patients at this primary care clinic may enjoy a level of attention to culture and equity not experienced in other settings, a possibility supported by the high mean cultural competence scores. The treatment rates presented here may therefore be even higher than they may have been elsewhere. Nonetheless, the clinic is a public, urban clinic that serves low-income Latinos from many different nationalities, and thus the results have relevance for similar settings.

Finally, although the mediational analysis raises important questions about the mechanisms of change of cultural competence and working alliance, the cross-sectional nature of the analysis precludes a firm inference about the mediational role of working alliance on the relationship between cultural competence and intention to follow up on a referral. Longitudinal research could more closely evaluate whether there is a true mediational relationship among the three variables.

Implications

The association between the working alliance and intention to follow up on a referral suggests that the PCP–patient relationship merits attention insofar as it relates to the treatment of depression among Latinos. Efforts to maximize PCPs’ attention to this relationship while simultaneously working to reduce the barriers to accessing treatment may serve well to increase the rates of depression treatment uptake.

One such approach, mentioned above, is the shift to integrated and collaborative treatment models, which are already being shown to improve treatment utilization and access among Latinos (Cabassa & Hansen, 2007; Dwight-Johnson et al., 2010; Ell et al., 2011). Such models may be successful at least in part because they build on the working alliance with the PCP while simultaneously improving access to specialty mental health providers and incorporating a care manager who is responsible for actively pursuing the patient and addressing barriers to treatment. When the PCP and mental health specialists collaborate on patient care, both the patient and the providers stand to benefit. The PCP, the most familiar and trusted health care provider, together with the mental health specialist facilitate access and de-mystify mental health care, and the patient receives both continuity of care and as well as guideline-adherent mental health care. At the same time, PCPs are relieved of the burden of being the sole treaters for their many patients with mental health needs. Indeed, though not a panacea (Bower & Sibbald, 2000), integrated care has been shown to improve the perception that members of minority groups have about mental health care and to improve treatment initiation rates (Chapa, 2004). Understanding the role of the working alliance and cultural competence in treatment uptake could help PCPs to formulate depression treatment and goals in collaboration with their patients.

Conclusions

This study has the potential to contribute to efforts to improve Latino patients’ access to depression treatment, by identifying factors that increase the likelihood that Latino patients will consider treatment. The data show that the alliance that PCPs share with their patients—the bond they develop, the degree to which they and their patients are allied in identifying the patient’s desire for change, and the strategies to be used in creating that change—is associated with patients’ intention to follow up on a treatment recommendation to mental health care. The data further show a mediational effect of working alliance on the relationship between cultural competence and intention to follow up on a referral, thereby contributing to our understanding of the role of cultural competence on treatment intention. Understanding the role of the working alliance and cultural competence in intended and actual treatment uptake could help providers facilitate treatment for their depressed patients.

Nonetheless, despite the evidence of an association between working alliance and intention, this study strongly suggests that problems accessing treatment may prevent uptake, even in the presence of a strong intention and treatment preference match. Further examination of treatment access barriers faced by primary care patients could contribute to our understanding of how patient preference and recommendation type affect treatment uptake.
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